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Reuse promises to be one of the key factors in enhancing quality and productivity in software

development. However, CASE tools for real-time systems are usually focused on the

development of new software. In this paper we describe a domain-based support system for the

reuse of structured software specifications and designs of embedded software! .
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1. Introduction

The productivity of a software development organization depends on many factors, technical and non

technical. Software reusability has been identified as one of the factors that has a direct impact on

productivity. In routine software construction, program patterns recur frequently. One of the goals of

software reusability is to capture these patterns as reusable modules. Repeated reuse allows to

amortize the cost of developing the reusable components, thus allowing the development of higher

qliality software.

[n practice, despite of some success stories, the reusability in software construction is much less

widespread than it could be (Meyers 1987). The attention of practitioners has focused on CASE for

developing /lew software (CASE Outlook 1988). This is, in part, because there is still a gap between

the results of research on reusability and their implementation for production use, and because of

the lack of integration between those results. We will comment briefly on these two aspects.

There does not seem to be any absolute characterization of what makes a piece of information

reusable. In principle, application-independeflt reuse systems can be flexible and generic, but they

present two kinds of problems: it is difficult to determine which information should be captured as

reusable components and how to locate and select those components. A lesson learned from

experimental reuse systems is that practical approaches to reusability tend to be application or

domain specific,(e.g. (Mittermeir & Oppitz 1987), (Prieto-Diaz 1987) and (Arango 1988», specific

pieces of information are reusable with respect to the solution of specific classes of applications, or

domai/ls. Domain-specific approaches have two kinds of practical advantages, 1) it is easier to support

the identification and acquisition of reusable components (a process similar to knowledge

engineering for expert systems, called domain engineering in (Arango 1988»; and 2) actual rellse

can be supported (and in many cases, mechanized) using simpler mechanisms for locating, retrieving

and adapting components.

[n summary, to make reusability in software construction practical two preconditions must be met:

Infraslructural condition:

there exist systematic methods to identify, acquire, represent and evolve reusable information.

Operational condition:

there exist tools to aid in locating, adapting and configuring reusable components.

The problems of how to develop reusable componeflts, and how to reuse them are mutually dependent.

The fonner presupposes knowledge of how reusable resources are going to be reused, and the latter,

the existence of appropriate reusable resources.
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Most research on reusability has focused on satisfying the second condition. A variety of

technologies have been proposed or developed to support the reuse of components: component data·

bases, application generators, configuration systems, transformation systems, and so on. Satisfying

the first condition has become a priority only recently. Still, little has been done in integrating

methods and tools in such a way to satisfy both conditions.

1.1 The Infrastructural and the Operational Problems

The generation of reusable components in a systematic and economic way faces the same problems of

the so-called "knowledge acquisition bottleneck" in expert systems (Arango 1988). These tasks share

much with knowledge acquisition for knowledge-based systems:

I-identifying the boundaries of the application domain. That is, defining which classes of

applications need to be implemented and what sources of information need to be consulted;

2-analysing the domain to identify which information is relevant in the specification and

implementation of systems in the domain; and

3-representing the relevant, reusable information in particular formats to support actual reuse.

From a reuse perspective there are two kinds of reusable knowledge that must be captured about a

domain: specification and implementation knowledge.

Specification Knowledge

From the point of view of specification, an application domain is characterized (using conceptllal

modelling techniques) by a collection of reusable objects, operations and relationships, which in

practice play the role of a problem-oriented specification language. Information about an application

domain can be classified using the ontological analysis approach to knowledge engineering (Alexander

et a1. 1986). The levels of the analysis are:

1.Stttti; olllologv that defines the physical objects and identifies with their inherent propertiesI
and relationships,

2. Dynamic olllology that defines the operations applied on them, and

3. Epistemic ontology that defines the knowledge structures which specify

which relations between objects and operations are possible.

These (finite, and often small) collections of definitions simplify the process of reuse by facilitating

the location and adaptation of appropriate reusable components. "Appropriateness" is the key word:

domain specificity makes possible to determine which information is relevant to the implementation

of a particular class of applications.
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Implementation Knowledge

We must also capture sufficient information for carrying out the implementation of the specifications.

General methods have been developed (e.g., reverse engineering and design recovery) but specific

procedures need to be customized to each software development environment. The ontological

analysis framework can be also applied here, but to the implementation process instead of to the

problem domain. For instance, if an organization applies Yourdon's RTSA methodology to the

development of embedded systems, then the static ontology includes the description of

transformations, data-flows, state machines, and so on. The dynamic ontology includes the

description of such operations as model configuration and refinement; and the epistemic ontology, the

description of constraint over the configuration and refinement of SA models.

2. Objectives, Constraints and Strategy

The objective of our reuse system is to integrate existing approaches to support practical

reusability in the construction of embedded software systems and in the using of the RTSA domain

independent system design method.

The part of the software process to be supported is specification and preliminary design (Davis 1988).

We will outline a application-specific infrastructure that yet relies on a quite wide spectrum of the

RTSA and object-oriented application-independent design methods. The intended product

development environment is an extensively interactive system, where the target reuser is a human

being, and therefore the design selection problem is automated only partially.

A reuse-centred production environment should be able to store and reuse not only product

components, but also production process, test, simulation and operation environment components. A

variety of reusable software artifacts can be assembled to support a wide-spectrum reuse methodology

(Lubars 1987). The others than the reusable product components are, however, out of the scope of this

study. We will leave most of the process issues either implicit or manual.

The constraint on fust-order reuse (Arango 1988) and on a particular class of problems (embedded

systems and the RTSA method) has allowed us to focus on methods and representations for the

acquisition of specification and implementation information based on generic notions of hor:7orwl a~d

vertical composition (Goguen 1986) that are applicable in any fust-order reuse schema. Vertical

relations are those which characterize implementation design decisions. Thus, our library structure

includes components consisting of reusable specification patterns and reusable design patterns. We

emphasize the construction, organization and reuse of libraries of RTSA-based specification and

design components.
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3. The Reuse Infrastructure

A first-order base (or, infrastructure (Arango 1988)) for specification and preliminary design reuse is

presented. The first-order information consists of software specifications and designs in explicit forms

as in parts of RTSA models or in sets of RTSA primitives.

The first-order infrastructure supports the representation of the semantics of problem-specific

abstractions because of the practicable modeling power of the RTSA method (Yourdon 1988). [t is

also a persistent repository of domain-specific knowledge relevant to a reuse system (Arango 1988). It

has the potential of being used as a tool for communication and training because of visibility of the

analysis and design effort of the RTSA method.

Reuse-centred software construction requires a component-based viewpoint to the software process

and to its products. The RTSA methods supported by the existing commercially available CASE tools

are based on visual techniques. but in a reuse-centred approach the visual representations are only one

dimension of the component base.

3.1 Data Flow Diagram Items

Data flow, entity relationship and state transition diagrams are used for the data and function

modeling in the RTSA method. We have remodelled the data flow diagram items to support first

order reuse. The following data flow diagram primitives are modelled: data and control

transformations. terminator. data-store and data and control flows. Some extra components are

required to represent informal specifications. interconnections between components, and product

constructions.

Terminators

The terminators show the external entities from and to which the data and control flows; that is, the

entities with wl:!ich the system is required to interface. Terminators are not as passive as described byI
the Yourdon-RTSA method. but they play active roles in a connection model, too.

Transformations

Transformations represent actions and events in the problem domain. The following property

categories are used for describing activities: name. type, comment, input. output, control. invariants,

precond. postcond. stopcond, defaulcparent, parent, default_neighbours, specialization-procedure,

specialization-guide. specialization-default, instantiation. constraints, goals, plan, minispecification,

assertions and coordinates (Figure 2).

Data and Control Flows
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The information about the relationships between the entities in a data flow diagram is maintained in

data and control flows. The advantages of keeping the relationship information only in the

relationship objects are:

- easy to access needed information from anywhere from the system, and

- easy to maintain consistence, because the trace information is stored in one place only.

Data Stores

A store represents a time-delayed relationship between processes. Stores model passive entities in the

domain. The basic notation and concepts of the entity-relationship diagram are used in partitioning of

complex stored data. The resultant partitioning can be transferred to the transformation schema. The

data dictionary provides an exact definition of every store.

3.2 Motivation Information

The model building process of the RTSA method proceeds by deriving features of the model from the

previous features of the model or from previous models and documents. A snapshot situation in a reuse

based sofrware design process is shown in Figure I.

Traces between the logical and physical models of RTSA (Ward & Mellor 1985) are described by

trace objects. A trace object describes the relationships between one component in a logical model and

one or more components in a corresponding physical model, or between several components in the

logical model and one component in the physical model.

The pieces of requirements in the narrative requirements document are saved in requirements objects

(e.g. Requirements for Gong Device) that are used to construct traces between the narrative

requirements and the models. A Design-Decision object (e.g. Control Lantems and Gong) includes the

recorded design decisions about the component (e.g. how a component definition come about or why

is it reasonable to have an abstraction in a model, Figure 7). Recorded design decisions with rationales

and reusability support;;, describe the background, characteristics and attributes of the reusable

components and its dependencies on different issues (Taramaa et al. 1988). Reuse-Log objects are

used to gather feedback information about reusable components from the actual reuse process.

Assertions are used to define the semantics of objects by defining constraints on structure and

behaviour. Also, they state facts about the problem domain or software design that justify the concept

descriptions in the model (Arango 1988). Assertions do not always need to be separate objects, but

they can appear as a value of a component attribute. Note objects gather comments and temporary

motivations that cannot be assigned to any above information type when they are created. All these

motivation objects can be traced to the requirements objects.
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The Motivation Network

Specifications most often evolve from small seeds to larger, more complete specifications in an

extensively iterative manner. Our reuse system is interactive, and therefore the human-computer

interaction must be effectively solved in using and evolving the reuse infrastructure.

The network of motivation objects is a kind of semantic network which mixes informal textual

material with the more formal and mechanized material of the RTSA method. A motivation network

allows the information and knowledge elements to be structured into multiple hierarchies and graphs.

thus allowing the world to be "sliced up" into several orthogonal decompositions (Conklin 1987). The

motivation network supports both hierarchical trees via organizational links and several

non hierarchical graphs via the typed links and links between the typed motivation objects.

The Use of the Motivation Network

Motivation objects in the motivation network (e.g. the trace-based documents) of the design process

are used to capture and describe useful background knowledge of potential reusable components. The

motivation objects provide a basis for revision during the evolution of the component library. The use

and operational advantages of the motivation network are (Conklin 1987):

. ease of tracing references: machine support for link tracing means that all references are

equally easy to follow forward to their referent, or backward to their reference. If a user

wants to modify a transformation, he or she can easily check the related pieces of the product

requirements, the related design decisions or other related information. The user can follow a

selected link further and can find that the transformation depends logically on another

transformation, which was not depicted by the RTSA diagrams. The user can also trace

references from certain product requirements to the related RTSA diagrams.

- ease of creating new references: users can grow their own networks, or simply

someQne else's RTSA diagrams with a note.

annotate

I
. global and local views: browsers provide table-of-contents style global and local views, that

can be mixed effectively. Different kinds of views can easily be implemented using the KEE

expert system development shell.

- customized documents: objects can be threaded together in many ways, allowing to generate

documents for example for baselines and working documents.

- modularity of information: since the same motivation object can be referenced from several

RTSA components, motivations can be expressed with less overlap and duplication.
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- several views: the user is supported in having several paths of inquiry active and displayed

on the screen windows at the same time (e.g. Assertion, Requirement, Design-Decisions,

Reuse-Log and Note paths), such that any given path can be unwound to the original task,

for example to modify a certain transformation.

3.3 The Component Library

At the highest level in the library there is a component class hierarchy for an application (Figure I).

Tlie hierarchy includes background information needed to consult the user to use lower level reusable

components to build product specifications in the application domain. It holds also information for

product- and component-specific analyses.

The component class hierarchy specifies domains, whose purpose is to restrict the selection space of

the reuser by defining a class of similar, reusable components. From a reuse perspective a domain is a

catalogued set of reusable objects, operations and their relationships, with attributes and links to

another objects and operations (Seppanen 1989). We can have several hierarchical domains as

application domains, product domains and component domains.

The basic components in the library are typed RTSA items, whose types are the characteristics of a

product (Figure 1). A composite component is created from the RTSA basic items and from other

composite components. Subsystems are composite components modelled up to the terminator level of

the RTSA method (e.g. Signalling in Figure 1). Product types are completely modelled RTSA systems

and consist of components from the lower levels.

The RTSA logical and physical models form together a total system specification (Hatley & Pirbhai

1987). Not only a system component, but each reusable component may have a logical model and a

physical model (e.g. Signalling). Many real-life products are too large to model as one RTSA system,

but the subsystems of a large product are often modelled as separate RTSA systems. A model of a

large product is then a composite model of several RTSA system that are represented as terminators in

the composite model. As a matter of fact, each reusable component needs to have some kind of an

external or environment model and an internal model.

3.3.1 The Configuration Knowledge

Configuration knowledge can be categorized in one of the four ways (Frayman & Mittal 1987):

I. Knowledge about the different components that are actually available and their properties.

2. Knowledge about the relations between components.

3. Constraints on the properties of or relations between components.

4. Preferences on how the system is configured.

Configuration knowledge consists of organization and compositIOn principles that deal with the

architectures for creating and organizing components and with the rules for composing components. It

is used to inform the user of the relevant design choices on each design stage and support the use of
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similar structures of components. The integration and coherence of the large variety of configuration

knowledge are achieved by relying on a object-oriented programming paradigm (WU et al. 1986).

Configuration knowledge consists of a hierarchy of knowledge involved in configuration. A hierarchy

is a mean to decompose the knowledge of configuration into more manageable units.

The Component Model

Information about components and system types are described by the component model which defines

the attributes and options of the components and systems (WU et al. 1986), for example the signalling

component in Figure 2. The component model captures information about individual systems and

components. The component model constitutes a taxonomic hierarchy of a class and sub-classes and a

specialization hierarchy to depict the relationship between parts and sub-parts. Properties may be

inherited along the descendant path within a class hierarchy. The following properties are included in

the specialization hierarchy: specialization-guides, specialization-defaults and specialization

procedures. The parent property is an inverse relationship to the specialization-procedures property.

The parent and specialization-procedure relations are always lists to indicate an one-to-many

relationship.

3.3.2 Hierarchical Design Components

Hierarchical design components provide a means for abstracting software designs into broadly

reusable components that can be assembled and refined into new software designs (e.g. the signalling

component in Figure 3). Generalization is an appropriate abstraction principle to exploit when the

difficulty of modeling is caused by a large number of details and components that need to be captured

(Borgida et al. 1985). The common aspects of the gong, lanterns and position indicator devices are

presented as the description of the signalling superclass in Figure 3.

Features of the Product

The order of ayroduct specifies the custom feature set of the product. Features depend upon marketI
area (e.g. Scandinavia, USA), use area (e.g. goods lift, hospital lift), product type and level of

abstraction. A combination of these factors defines a domain that we will designate as feature space

(Shah 1988). Features in a feature space can be considered to be organisational elements used for

structuring design components in a component library.

Feature spaces of the same dimension may be partially overlapping or be completely disjoint. In the

overlapping (conjoint) regions one will find features with identical semantics. In regions that do not

overlap, features are meaningful in only one domain. We use the term "conjugate spaces" to identify

those sub-spaces which contain features that are composed of different variations of the same

elements. Adjoint spaces are created by associating elements in one sub-space to certain elements in

another sub-space. Simple features are the lowest-order canonical forms possible in a sub-space;

compound features can always be decomposed into dislike simple features without loss of information

(Shah 1988).
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A feature can be available explicitly and be independent of other data in the model; or the feature can

be determined from the explicit feature data of another feature; or the feature can depend on a relation

between two or more features (Shah & Rogers 1988). The presence or absence of some kinds of

features could trigger certain tests or actions. Since the infonnation that needs to be extracted is not

known in advance, one must have the ability to access the feature database as and when required by

the search.

Constraints in Design Components

The use of constraints incorporates one important difference between design components, and the

simple fonns of code and design templates (Lubars 1986). The custom feature set of the product is

used as constraints of hierarchical design components. The lanterns feature specifies a choice between (

the signalling. with.lanterns and signalling. without.lanterns refinements in the specialization procedure

of the signalling component in Figure 4. The gong feature in Figure 5 triggers downward movement

and newly applicable refinements (specialization) through the abstraction hierarchy of the signalling

component. Refinements (e.g signalling.with. lanterns) may set additional constraints, thus continuing

the cascading effect of constraint propagation and refinement.

Overloaded Design Components

Design components are overloaded, if the particular fonn of the domain situation determines which

design solution to select (Lubars 1986). A hierarchical design component is constructed for a design

family, with several applicable specializations (e.g. signalling.with.lanterns and

signalling. without.lanterns in Figure 3), each appropriate under different sets of constraints alias

features.

4. Reuse Process

Reuse tasks can be divided roughly in the following subclasses:

1. Initial rl;use=based design

- Redesign

2. Configurative production

- Reconfiguration

These two subclasses have different emphases in the production processes of different products,

roughly so that the fonner has the main emphasis in small batch production, and the later in mass

production. After the initial product design cycle, there are needs to hardwire most of the design

choices for efficient enough production or for different products inside a product family. This task is

very much a configuration problem. In it, an important part is to find the relevant constraints and the

related design variables.
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We point out that these two tasks are likely to be somewhat interwoven, but that we want to

conceptually separate them from each other: the rough difference is that for solving a configuration

problem one actually does not invent anything new. This is one approach to reuse. However, in

practice one is usually forced to make modifications to the reusable pieces, and then there is a flavour

of redesign in the configuration task. Redesign is naturally interconnected to the initial design task,

since in the case of a design failure some backtracking is needed with corrective actions. The hope is

that these actions may preserve as much as possible from the previous trial to avoid waste of efforts.

The design of a complicated embedded product is typically a complex, domain oriented and product

specific process. Some design decisions and selections of product options must be made early, because

of timing and control dependencies between components and subsystems of the product. A reuse

based product design process starts usually with the configuration task, but continues in redesign.

4,1 Configuration Process

The task of configuring a system from its components is defined as follows (Frayman & Mittal 1987):

"Given a set of components, an architecture that defines certain fixed ways of connecting these

components, and user requirements, either produce a configuration that satisfies all reqUirements or

detect inconststencies in the requirements." Requirements can be classified into two categories:

requirements for individual components and requirements for the overall configuration,

In many cases a configuration task is not merely a constraint satisfaction, it is really an optimization

task, where one can judge and compare configuration alternatives and ultimately select the best or

optimal configuration. It is difficult for a system to be able to detennine which contiguration is

optimal. Thus, it is desirable for the system to be able to provide multiple configurations and possibly

leave the task of selecting the optimal configuration to the user (Frayman & Mittal 1987),

Design Specialization and Refinement

Design specialization is a constraint driven process that enables the selection of design sub-families

from larger de~ign families (Lubars 1986). Each of the specialized and overloaded components canI
have associated specialization procedures as shown in Figure 6. Collectively they represent the

possible refinements of the design family, which the specialization process (the instantiation

procedure) chooses the most appropriate design component from.

Configuration knowledge is used to instantiate reusable components from the library into the

designer's working desk (Figure 6). An instantiation procedure controls and perfonns instantiations of

components. From the point of view of the instantiation procedure the only links which connect

components in the library to each other are specialization procedures as shown in Figure 6. So the

library system is flexible, and the specialization procedures make components hierarchical.

At the beginning of the component instantiation the user specifies which features he would like to have

in the model, in the fonn of a features list, and the starting point of the procedure (i,e, which design

component to start with and onto which model refinement level it should be copied) as shown in
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Figure 6. Models of complete.systems or individual components without hierarchy can supplied as the

first component. Then the component instantiation procedure evaluates the specialization procedure of

the specified starting component against the features list to determine which sub-components must be

copied into the model as the component's refinements. The sub-components are copied into the model

and the procedure recurs with each sub-component in tum. The instantiation procedure can ask the

designer to specify additional features, if needed by a lower level component in the hierarchy. The

result is the instantiated components in the model and a list of traces indicating which components are

part of the model.

4.2 Design Process

The system design process can be seen as the representation and manipulation of system models by

synthesis and decomposition tools. The synthesis tools are essential for the representation of complex

systems, since they enable the engineer to put models of parts together to form models of complex

entities. The key to successful synthesis is composition. The composition mechanisms must provide

well defined connectives for effective inspection and analysis. Th.e decomposition tools are used to

decompose a complex design problem or structure into simpler and manageable steps and guides the

user through these simple steps toward a complex goal.

The specification and design begins with creating the logical model of the RTSA method from the

conceptual model of the systems analyst. The RTSA representation provides a uniform model

throughout the development process. Initial specifications describe a new system using high-level

abstractions of domain-oriented concepts. The user can select appropriate components for top-level

system description. The specification and design process can also begin in any later specification or

design phase, if the earlier designs are same in an old design. The reuse-based design process is

described more detailed in (Hakkarainen et al. 1989).

Design Component Selection

Different component selection situations must cope with different combinations of incomplete,

incorrect, and partial design specifications (Lubars 1986). The component selection strategy is based

on the domain-oriented nature of design components and their correspondence with domain

operations. The user has product and subsystem specific views and he can access the library catalogue

from all four levels of the component hierarchy shown in Figure I. These views are also specific to the

current design phase. One selection is enough to add a composite component or subsystem into the

current design. If the selection has an influence on later design phases, the implementation of these

parts is delayed until these design phases are in progress.

The user is provided with a menu-based library catalogue of the available components. To understand

the component and its characteristics, the user has an access to its graphical representation from the

library catalogue as shown in Figure 7. In addition, the user can get important characteristics of door

components in the library wilen deSigning door control.
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5. Conclusions

Domain-independent reuse requires comple)( techniques for acquiring the reusable components, and

slIongly domain-specific approaches need sophisticated methods for capturing the domain knowledge.

Our reuse system is a knowledge-based software design reuse system that combines the benefits of the

two approaches. We have outlined methods and slIUctures for building and using libraries of reusable

RTSA components that can be applied to practical software conslIUction in the industrial production

of embedded computer systems. We have adapted the RTSA method to the construction and reuse of

RTSA components.

We have developed a reuse prototype system as an e)(tension of an intelligent RTSA model editor

(Hakkarainen et al. 1989). It provides a graphics-based user interface and an effective frame-based

knowledge representation scheme. A menu-based library component catalogue and graphical

visualization facilities are also available. We have used the prototype system for the evaluation and

demonslIation of the promises of the presented reuse ideas. This software design e)(pert system is

implemented in KEE e)(pert system development environment running on a Symbolics workstation.

Once the reusable components are developed and saved in the library, it is possible to reuse the same

component in different product families and in different versions of one product. Product knowledge

can also be used in semi-automating some design steps and giving intelligent advice and product

consultations. Reuse promises to move a considerable amount of the analysis and design effon of

embedded real-time systems into defining the product itself.
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Component Class Hierarchy of Lift Application

Systems Subsystems Composite Basic

ISignalling
Components Components

LOGICAL MODE S \ PHYSICAL MODELS

Logical Model of 1\ Physical Model of
Signalling \ Signalling

Environment Processor
Model Environment

Model

Event Objects Software
Environment
Model

1(11
Control Gong - - -~ ,

/ ,
/ Control \

I \
I Lanterns . I

Behavioral
~\ and Gong "

Model " ra es~
r;C/"< /.1 __ - ~ /~

\ - -- :::::r:: 1/~ ,
:::::/ ,

~I/ \\ ------=1:::::=-, Control I""""
\ Gong I
\

_//~~~, , -- -

"~\\ II
Motivation Information II

Requirements

0
~O~ig, O"i,io,

Objects Objects IJ
The Requirements Control Lanterns /<E-
for Gong Device

./ and Gong

Assertion

I Note Objects
I

Reuse-Log
Objects Objects

Figure 1. A snapshot situation in a reuse-based design process.
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Name:

Type:

Comment:
Value:

the name of the transformation
Signalling

Comment: the type of the transformation or reference to the component
library

Value: Signalling
Comment: Generalization of signalling devices
Input:

Comment:
Value:

Output:
Comment:
Value:

Control:
Comment:
Value:

Invariants:
Comment:
Value:

Precond:
Comment:

Postcond:
Comment:

input data/control flows
DECELERATING, POSITION_CHANGE, MOVING,
LANTERNS_ON/OFF, POSITION, LANDING_CALL

output data/control flows
SIGNALLING_COMMANDS

external control of the transformation
E/D SIGNALLING

conditions that must be satisfied all the time
all inputs and outputs are mandatory

conditions that must be satisfied whenever the transformation is
activated

conditions that are guaranteed to be true after the execution of the
transformation

the default type of the parent transformation
CONTROL_LIFr

reference to implementation
(SIGNALLING PHYSICAL_MODEL)

Stopcond:
Comment: conditions, when the execution of the transformation is stopped

Default_parent:
Comment:
Value:

Parent:
Comment: the actual parents of the transformation

Default_neighbours:
Comment: the default types of the neighbour transformations
Value: SIGNALLING_DEVICES, DRIVE, CAR,

LANDING_CALL_DEVICES
Specialization-procedure:

Comment: the selection procedure of specialization
Value:

(if (equal LANTERNS T)
SIGNALLING.WITH.LANTERNS
SIGNALLING.WITHOUT.LANTERNS)

Specialization-default:
Comment: the default component of specialization
Value: SIGNALLING.WITH.LANTERNS

Implementation:
Comment:
Value:

Figure 2. Attributes of the SIGNALLING component
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ONJAOl.GONO.WITH.lANTERNS

ONJROl..lANTfRNS,WITH.GONO

U"/ONTAOlJ..ANTEANS.WITHOUT .GONa

~ J lA

A

A "

REATE-SIGNAlllNO.COMMANOS.O

REA'[.S IOHAttlNO .COMM.... NOS.N

ONTAOl.GONO.Wl1HOUT .LANTERNS

A

IllUMINAl£.LANTERNS

• N

IGNAlLINQ.WIT flOUT .LANT ERNS

ION ....lllNO.WITIl.lANT ERNS REATf -SIGNAlLING.COMMANDS.8

REATf.s lONAlLINO.COMMANOS J..

SIGNAlL

Figure 3. The hierarchical signalling component is constructed for a design

family, with several applicable specializations.

, . • >', ,.
Own SIOL; SPEC1AlISAJIOHJ'ROC(DUfl[ nom SKlNAll.lNQ

Jrthf,ritaftu; UN1QU(.YAlUfS
Va/rUClau: UNKrlOWN
D,/ault Valu: UNKNOWN
COM/flIN: "The children COll\pontllt$ or this component."
Valutl: (11' (EQUAL LANTERNS T) SICNALLINO,WITHl.AtIURNS SlGNALLING,WITHOUTJ.ANTE~NS)

Figure 4. The lanterns feature specifies a choice between the

signalling.with.lantems and signalling.without.lantems refinements in the

specialization procedure of the signalling component. I
I • • .. , I'

Own 'lot: sncw..tsAJION,RtK:fDURf. tlom SlGNAlLINO.WlIH.l.ANTUIN!
/fllMr it47~U: l.NQlJE.vAlun
ValflCClfllt: UNKNOWN
o.{tzalt V,I": UNKNOWN
COlrtlJtUll: '"lb. chlldrUI components ot thit ('o.ll'IJXlner:It."
VQfQU: (AND coNnOLJ'OSlTlONJNOICATORS

DISPLAYJIOSmON
ILLUMINATtl.A.NTU.NS
(lP' (tQUAL CONO T)

(AND COH1"KOL.LAH'TElUIS,WJTH.GONO
ClI.UTl~ONAlL[NO.coMMAHDS.B

CONn.OL.GONO.wtTHl.AHTU.NI
SOUND.GONG)

(AND CONnOLUHTllU/S.WITHOur.GONO CR~An.!IO~ALLINO.coMMANDS.L»)

Figure 5. The gcng feature triggers downward movement and newly applicable

refinements in the specialization procedure of the signalling. with. lanterns

component.
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Component Library Component Ne SpecinUsation Prooed

Veompo.-tll [F Condition
eo...poo-.enl2

/
THEN Component A

Compontnl3 ELSE
L e-.ponont4 AND Component B

L Compot'Wlt 5 I Component C
L """,.....,.- I-

'-- """,.....,.N ./
L SpecWiMtion Pn-I\LA

DUnition Et'aHn~

\1/
Instantiation Procedure

• Copy the given Component's elements onto
the given refinement level of the model

• Get the subcomponents by evaluating the
Component's Specialisation Procedure
against the Features List

• Recur for each Subcomponent and the
Component's child reftnement level

SYSTEM MODEL

Ime USER ,u:rplies the fir>t 1
-E;E;---- Q;"~ponentan the refinement

I level in the model I

FE.\'llJRES
usr

• Feature 1
• Feature. 2

• Feature N

(

Figure 6. The user specifies which features he would like to have in a model,

and which design component to start with. The component instantiation

procedure copies the starting component, and evaluates recursively the

specialization procedures of the components in the component hierarchy

against the feature list to determine which sub-components must be copied into

model as refinements.
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Figure 7. The user has an access to the graphical representation of the library

components, and he or she can get imponant information about the
characteristics of the components.
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